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Abstract

Neural Machine Translation (NMT) has cur-
rently obtained state-of-the-art in machine
translation systems. However, dealing with
rare words is still a big challenge in translation
systems. The rare words are often translated
using a manual dictionary or copied from the
source to the target with original words. In this
paper, we propose a simple and fast strategy
for integrating constraints during the training
and decoding process to improve the transla-
tion of rare words. The effectiveness of our
proposal is demonstrated in both high and low
resource translation tasks, including the lan-
guage pairs: English→ Vietnamese, Chinese
→Vietnamese, Khmer→Vietnamese, and Lao
→ Vietnamese. We show the improvements of
up to +1.8 BLEU scores over the baseline sys-
tems.

1 Introduction

Neural Machine Translation (NMT) (Cho et al.,
2014; Sutskever et al., 2014; Vaswani et al., 2017)
has recently shown impressive results compared to
Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) (Wu et al.,
2016; Klein et al., 2017). However, NMT systems
still have great challenges (Koehn and Knowles,
2017), in that, addressing rare words is one of
them. Due to NMT that has tended to bias in high-
frequency words, low-frequency words have little
chance of being considered in the inference process.
To tackle this problem, some previous works have
proposed various strategies to augment translation
of low-frequency words. Typically, Luong et al.
(2015a) demonstrate the effectiveness of NMT sys-
tems by replacing rare words by special symbols
such as unk1, unk2, ..., unki in the sentence. They
use an aligned dictionary to map between an unki
in the source sentence and an other unkj in the
target sentence. This approach tends to raise ambi-
guity in context of sentence as shown in (Sennrich
et al., 2016). In addition, Sennrich et al. (2016)

suggest for applying Byte Pair Encoding (BPE)
(Gage, 1994) to NMT systems. This technique sig-
nificantly reduces the vocabulary size and shows
substantial improvements on performance transla-
tion, and it is widely applied for almost all transla-
tion systems nowadays. Following this approach, a
rare word will be split into sub-words and the sen-
tence context is still preserved, nevertheless, other
new rare words can be also generated. Moreover,
this segmentation could make it more difficult to
discover original rare words from their sub-words.

To overcome this issue, Vinyals et al. (2015) pro-
pose pointer networks which automatically copy
rare-words from the source sentence into the target
sentence. To achieve this aim, they integrate a copy
probability to the output distribution with a copy co-
efficient learnt during the training process. There
are also some other variances of these networks
such as (Gulcehre et al., 2016; Pham et al., 2018;
Song et al., 2019). However, these techniques of-
ten copy only a part of rare words when they are
separated into sub-words, and we find that they do
not have benefit in the data sparsity situation.

Inspired by above pointer networks, we propose
a simple and fast idea for representing the output
probability distribution, though our strategy does
not require learning any additional weights. Be-
sides, we leverage neighboring words to identify
the suitable position of translation in the source
side that corresponds to a rare word in the target
side when it has the wrong attention. The proposal
is only performed during the inference process,
therefore, it does not affect the training. Our ex-
periments show the improvements overcoming the
baseline systems.

The background of NMT is shown in 2. The de-
tail of our method is described in section 3, experi-
ments and results are shown in section 4. Finally,
the related work is presented in section 5.
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2 Neural machine translation

The goal of NMT systems is to translate a source
sentence x = x1, ..., x|x| to a target sentence y =
y1, ..., y|y |. NMT has suggested in (Cho et al.,
2014; Sutskever et al., 2014) with recurrent neu-
ral networks (RNNs) which use GRU (Gated Re-
current Unit) or LSTM (Long Short Term Mem-
ory) for handling the memory context of long sen-
tences. However, these networks face the diffi-
culty of parallel computations during the training
process. Vaswani et al. (2017) presents the Trans-
former model to overcome this issue, which has
shown the state-of-the-art in current NMT systems.
The probability P (y|x, θ) indicate a NMT model
(Vaswani et al., 2017) parameterized by θ. During
the training process, parameters are optimized by
minimizing the maximum likelihood of the sen-
tence pairs:

L(y|x, θ) =
1

|y|

|y|∑
k=1

logP (yt|y<t, x,θ), (1)

in there, y<t is a partial translation.

Self-Attention In the Transformer architecture,
both Encoder and Decoder are stacks of I identical
layers, each layer contains number heads of self-
attention to learn context representations.

attn(Q,K, V ) = softmax(
QKT

√
d

)V, (2)

where K (key), Q (query), V (value) are vectors
which present the hidden states of tokens in the
input sequences and d is the size of hidden states.

Attention mechanism in Transformer between
the source sentence and the target sentence is a
variance of the attention proposed by Luong et al.
(2015b). Its presentation is the same as in 2, how-
ever, keys and values are representations of the
source sentence while queries are those of the tar-
get sentence.

3 Rare words Translation

This section will present details of steps in our
method to enhance the translation system.

Tagging data In the first place, we use Giza++1

to align between source and target sentences. Sec-
ondly, a dictionary will be generated from the align-
ment table. Finally, We tag a special token for rare

1https://github.com/moses-smt/giza-pp

words in both source and target sentences as in the
Figure 1. In our experiments, words that have a
frequency below 4 are considered as rare words.
Each rare words is inside a pair of "#". We hope
that these tokens will help translation systems de-
tect rare words during the training and decoding
process.

Inference Inspired by the pointer network
(Vinyals et al., 2015)

Poutput(y|x,θ) = α ∗ Pg + (1− α) ∗ Pc, (3)

where, α is a copy factor which is learnt during
the training, Pg is the normal output distribution of
the model while Pc is the copy distribution which
presents the target-to-source attention weights to in-
dicate which tokens will be copied from the source
sentences to the target sentence. There are also
some variants of Pc in previous works (Vinyals
et al., 2015; Gulcehre et al., 2016; Song et al., 2019;
Pham et al., 2018). However, because the copy fac-
tor α is automatically learnt in the training, there-
fore, it may be not good enough in data sparsity
situations to perform the given aim, and this may
lead to wrong predictions for both rare words and
non rare words.

To address this issue, we fix the copy factor α
to constants during the inference process. Base on
tagged labels as mentioned above to the detection
rare words, we set α to 1 after detecting the token
"#" that mark the start position of each rare word in
the step ith, otherwise, it is set to 0 when the other
stop token "#" is discovered.

Heuristic Due to the systems that could attend to
the translation of a rare word in the target side to the
wrong translation in the source side may contain
many rare words. In this issue, around words are
also used to support the inference process discover-
ing the best suitable position of the corresponding
translation in the source sentence. To implement
this idea, we define a heuristic function scoreij to
estimate alignment weight between each rare word
ith in the target side and the rare word jth in the
source side during the inference process as in the
formula 4.

scoreij = β∗
∑

Pswkj
+γ∗

∑
P#mj

+ϵ∗
∑

Palj

(4)
where Pswkj

is the attention weight between the
sub-word kth of the rare word ith in the target side
and the rare word jth in the source side. Similarly,
P#mj

is the attention weight of the token "#" mth

https://github.com/moses-smt/giza-pp
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Figure 1: A illustration of our method: the rare word "bệnh đậu mùa khỉ (猴痘)" is put on a pair of "#", the non rare
word "triệu trứng" is used to support the inference process detecting the suitable position of translation in the source
side. The α is a copy factor which is described in the formula 3

.

that starts or ends the rare word ith, and Palj is the
attention weight of the around word lth of the rare
word ith. In the experiment, we only consider two
content words that are nearest to the rare word ith,
in which, one word before and another one after
the the rare word i. Pswkj

, P#mj
, and Palj will

assigned to 1 if they attend to the rare word jth in
the source side, otherwise, they are 0. Besides, β,
γ and ϵ are constants, in our experiments, both β
and γ are the same value and they are assigned to
0.4 while ϵ is 0.2.

The rare word jth in the source side that has the
highest score corresponding to the rare word ith in
the target side will be chosen as the its best trans-
lation. Our algorithm is detailed in the Algorithm
1.

Thus, at each step nth, the cross attention
weights will be computed for each target token. We
utilize head 0 with layer 0 in order to evaluate these
attentions .To save time, we employ "Cache Main-
tenance" strategy inspired by (Yan et al., 2021) to
archive Qt, Kt, Vt, and attnt in beam search.

4 Experiments

This section presents our implementation of the
translation systems. Our method show the effi-
ciency of both bilingual and multilingual transla-
tion systems. The SacreBLEU score (Post, 2018)2

is employed to evaluate the quality translation.
2https://github.com/mjpost/sacrebleu

4.1 Datasets and Training System

Datasets and Pre-processing We use different
datasets from KC4.0 UET (Nguyen et al., 2022),
Hugging Face3, and Asian Language Treebank4

(ALT) corpus. For all parallel corpus collected
from Hugging Face, we filter and remove poor
quality sentence pairs using LASER5.

For all experiments, the development and test
sets from the Asian Language Treebank (ALT) cor-
pus are utilized for early stop and evaluate the
efficiency of our strategy. The development set
includes 1000 sentence pairs while the test set con-
tains 1018 other ones.

To generate alignment dictionaries for tagging
rare words, we use various segmentation tool for
each language: pkuseg6 for Chinese texts, laoNLP7

for Laos texts, khmernltk8 for Khmer texts, and
moses9 tokenizer for English and Vietnamese texts.

3https://huggingface.co
4https://www2.nict.go.jp/astrec-att/

member/mutiyama/ALT/
5https://github.com/facebookresearch/

LASER
6https://github.com/lancopku/

pkuseg-python
7https://github.com/wannaphong/LaoNLP
8https://github.com/VietHoang1512/

khmer-nltk
9https://github.com/moses-smt/

mosesdecoder/tree/master/scripts

https://github.com/mjpost/sacrebleu
https://huggingface.co
https://www2.nict.go.jp/astrec-att/member/mutiyama/ALT/
https://www2.nict.go.jp/astrec-att/member/mutiyama/ALT/
https://github.com/facebookresearch/LASER
https://github.com/facebookresearch/LASER
https://github.com/lancopku/pkuseg-python
https://github.com/lancopku/pkuseg-python
https://github.com/wannaphong/LaoNLP
https://github.com/VietHoang1512/khmer-nltk
https://github.com/VietHoang1512/khmer-nltk
https://github.com/moses-smt/mosesdecoder/tree/master/scripts
https://github.com/moses-smt/mosesdecoder/tree/master/scripts
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Algorithm 1: Finding the suitable position
in the source sentence for a target rare word
Input :
attn_cache contains cross attentions,
marked_src_sent: marks the position of
the rare word,

word_query: the translation of the rare
word in target sentence including special
token "#".

Output :The best candidate correspond to
rare word

Pswkj
, P#mj

, Palj = {0} // Initial with

0 and their size is number of the

rare words.

p_words = spm(word_query) // the

number of sub words of word query.

/* Compute Pswkj: */

for i← 0 to n− 1 do
piece = p_words[i]
attn_pos = arg_max(attn_cache[piece])
rare_word = marked_src_sent[attn_pos]
if rare_word is not equal 0 then

Pswkj
[rare_word-1] += 1

end
end
/* Compute P#mj: */

for i← 0 to 2 do
// Two "#" nearest the rare word

attn_pos = arg_max(attn_cache[#i])
rare_word = marked_src_sent[attn_pos]
if rare_word is not equal 0 then

P#mj
[rare_word-1] += 1

end
end
/* Compute Palj: */

neighbor_word = get_neighbor(word_query)
// get two nearest neighbor words

while neighbor_word ̸= None do
pos = attn_cache[neighbor_wordi]
attn_pos = arg_max(pos)
rare_word = find_nearest(attn_pos)
// Find the nearest rare word

from attention position

if rare_word is not equal 0 then
Palj [rare_word-1] += 1

end
end
scoreij = β ∗ Pswkj

+ γ ∗ P#mj
+ ϵ ∗ Palj

rare_word = arg_max(scoreij)
return rare_word

No. Lang Size Source

1 Zh-Vi
500k KC4.0 UET
2M HuggingFace
18k ALT

2 Lo-Vi 150k KC4.0 UET
18k ALT

3 Km-Vi 150k KC4.0 UET
18k ALT

4 En-Vi 2.6M HuggingFace

Table 1: The statistics of parallel datasets are used in
our experiments.

For bilingual systems, we apply sentencePiece10

(Kudo and Richardson, 2018) with split-digit op-
tion and 32K joint merge operations for the original
texts in all languages. We estimate our proposed
in the Chinese→ Vietnamese pair including 150K
sentence pairs which extracted from KC4.0 UET
corpus in the low-resource issue and 2.5M which
are concatenated from Hugging Face and KC4.0
UET corpus in the higher resource situation.

For the multilingual system, we mix all the par-
allel corpus as described in table 1 and gain ap-
proximately 5M5 sentence pairs. The texts from
the baseline systems are tagged for rare words as
described in the section 3.

System and training We implement our base-
line NMT systems using the framework ViNMT11

(Quan et al., 2021). All settings are the same for
both bilingual and multilingual systems. The train-
ing system includes 6 layers for both encoder and
decoder, the sizes of hidden states and embedding
is 512, the number of heads are 8. The Adam Opti-
mizer is used to optimize parameters of the whole
model with the initial learning rate is 1e-3. The
size of each mini-batch is 64 sentence pairs. The
other settings are the defaults of ViNMT.

To apply our ideas to the NMT system, we mod-
ify the baseline architecture following the steps in
the section 3. Besides, the baseline architecture is
also reformed as in Song et al. (2019) for compari-
son purpose.

All systems are trained until they gain conver-
gence on the development set. The best model in
terms of unigram accuracy on the validation set is
used to translate the test set with beam size of 4.

10https://github.com/google/
sentencepiece

11https://github.com/KCDichDaNgu/KC4.0_
MultilingualNMT

https://github.com/google/sentencepiece
https://github.com/google/sentencepiece
https://github.com/KCDichDaNgu/KC4.0_MultilingualNMT
https://github.com/KCDichDaNgu/KC4.0_MultilingualNMT
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4.2 Results
The practical results are presented in Table 2 and
Table 3.

Bilingual systems Our baseline systems have
achieved 18.1 and 28.1 BLEU scores on two
datasets. To estimate the efficiency of our method,
the other strategy for dealing with the rare words
in Song et al. (2019) are performed in our experi-
ments. Our proposal overcomes both the baseline
system and Song’s system Song et al. (2019), and
they have gained improvements of +0.2 and +1.0
BLEU scores in both two datasets.

No. Systems 150K 2.5M
1 Baseline 18.1 28.1
3 Song et al. (2019) 17.5 28.0
4 Our proposal 18.3 29.1

Table 2: BLEU scores on ALT test set for bilingual
systems for the Chinese→ Vietnamese translation task
when applying our method.

Multilingual system To further investigate the
efficiency of our proposal, we train a multilingual
system "many to one" from English (En), Chinese
(Zh), Laos (Lo), and Khmer (Km) to Vietnamese.
The result is shown in the Table 3.

No. Lang Baseline Our proposal
1 En-Vi 32.4 34.0 (+1.6)
2 Zh-Vi 28.0 29.8 (+1.8)
3 Lo-Vi 24.4 25.1 (+0.7)
4 Km-Vi 28.9 29.2 (+0.3)

Table 3: The BLEU scores for the multilingual transla-
tion system

Our method has achieved significant improve-
ments on almost translation tasks. In particular, it
gains +1.6 BLEU scores for English→Vietnamese
translation, and + 1.8 BLEU points for Chinese→
Vietnamese translation. The translation task Laos
→ Vietnamese obtains +0.7 BLEU scores while it
only acquires +0.3 BLEU points for the Khmer→
Vietnamese translation task.

5 Related Work

Dealing with rare words has investigated by many
previous works in machine translation. Tsvetkov
and Dyer (2015) employed a model of lexical bor-
rowing to enhance SMT systems. However, this
approach claim extraction of complex features such

as phonetic and semantic features, or pre-trained
SMT systems, and it is difficult to apply to NMT
systems. Jean et al. (2015) used a large vocabulary
to solve the rare words but this increases parame-
ters and leads to augmentation the size of models
and rare words still exist. Some other works require
additional resources to tackle rare words such as
Trieu (2016) exploited word similarity, or Ngo et al.
(2019) utilize synonyms to advance translation sys-
tems. Luong et al. (2015a) employed special sym-
bols to present rare words or unknown words but
this tend to increase the ambiguous of sentence con-
text. Sennrich et al. (2016) applied BPE algorithm
to separate rare words into sub-words, however,
new sub-words are again generated. Furthermore,
Vinyals et al. (2015) suggested point networks al-
low to copy automatically rare words from source
side to the target side with learning supplemental
parameters, and in some case, it has only a part of
rare words (sub-words) are copied. This approach
is also considered in recent studies Gulcehre et al.
(2016); Song et al. (2019); Pham et al. (2018).

Our proposal also relies on the idea of point
networks, nevertheless, we fix the copy factor to a
constant. Besides, we leverage neighbouring words
to specify the best position of the rare word in the
source side that corresponds to the one in the target
side.

6 Conclusion

In this work, we propose a simple and fast method
to improve the translation quality for rare words.
Our technique does not require training supplemen-
tal parameters, and this strategy is only performed
in the inference process, therefore, the training
time does not change. In the future, we would
like to consider more neighbouring words around
rare words for selecting position to improve the
quality of translation tasks.
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